
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Spatial normalization of time series data 

To compare time series data for speed, EKIN, FGRF, FF and CoeffF, parameters were 

not time normalized from start to end of turns (which is usual for analysis in slalom 

and giant slalom,[1-3] but causes a certain bias between fast and slow skiers when 

the analysed sections are long, as it is typical for super-G and downhill); instead they 

were expressed as the distance from start to the instantaneous position of the skier 

along the course. Based on all measured skier trajectories and a geometrical 

approach,[4] an average trajectory was calculated from start to finish line. Each 0.3m 

along the average trajectory, a virtual plane was spanned normal to the average 

trajectory and was intersected with each of the single trajectories.[5] At each 

intersection point, the corresponding time series values for speed, EKIN, FGRF, FF and 

CoeffF were interpolated and stored as a function of the distance from start along the 

average trajectory to the instantaneous position on the race track. This approach 

removes any bias of time shift in the time series data and allows comparing the 

parameters at the corresponding locations. In the figures, instantaneous parameter 

mean and standard error were plotted in function of distance from start. Distance 

from start was indicated with gate passage locations. 
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